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WELCOME
I believe that when women get into action
around their ideas, the world works better.
So whether or not you know exactly why
you are here today, I know that you are here
for a reason. You’re making a unique impact
on the world that only you can make.
And just in case you’re tempted to believe
that you’re not ready, or that everyone else
has it all together and you don’t, I’ll let you
in on a little secret...no one else really
knows what they’re doing either.

If the past two years have taught us
anything, it's how resilient we all are.
Today isn’t just a comeback moment
for the Powerhouse Women Event,
it’s a comeback for all of us. I’m so
grateful that you decided to show up
today—for yourself, for your big
ideas, and for all the people you are
going to impact!
The Powerhouse Women event,
community and podcast were
created for a few simple reasons: to
inspire you to go after your big ideas
and dreams, to equip you with the
tools and connections to do so, and
to remind you that you’re not meant
to do any of it alone.

Seriously. We’re all just doing the best we
can with the resources and knowledge we
currently have in order to pursue the things
we feel uniquely called to create. And
because you chose to show up today, I
know you’re ready to do the same.
My invitation for you today is simple: be
open, be authentically you, and be fully
present. Your biggest takeaway may not
come from someone on stage, but from a
conversation in the hallway with a woman
who you wouldn’t normally connect with.
You never know what can happen when
you open your heart and mind to new
possibilities!
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xo Lindsey

Lindsey Schwartz
Lindsey Schwartz is an entrepreneur, business mentor, top podcast host, and bestselling author. Fiercely committed to supporting other women, Lindsey invests her
time in mentoring women and girls of all ages—from high achieving entrepreneurs to
high school students. She’s also an investor in female-founded companies including
beverage brand Lite Pink.
After seeing numerous women in her life stop short of pursuing their own
entrepreneurial dreams because of fear and self-doubt, she saw the need for more
honest conversations about the ups & downs of entrepreneurship in order to show
women that they don’t have to have it all together to get started. From there, the
Powerhouse Women community, annual event, and podcast were born, with the
motto that we're not meant to do business (or life) alone!

follow me

@LLINDSEYSCHWARTZ
@POWERHOUSE_WOMEN
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POWERHOUSE WOMEN PODCAST
ON APPLE PODCASTS & SPOTIFY

NOTES

The ONE thing I will take action on in the next 90 days:
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Lori Harder
Lori Harder is a proven entrepreneur having built 3 separate seven-figure businesses.
She is currently the founder and CEO of Lite Pink, a new light rosé flavored wine
seltzer that helps women connect, collaborate, and celebrate. Lori is a best-selling
author of A Tribe Called Bliss and runs a Forbes Top 18 female-led podcast called Earn
Your Happy with over 28 million downloads.
Her career started in the fitness industry as a former 3X fitness world champion, 11X
fitness cover model, and also owned and operated her own gym. This experience
quickly transitioned into a passion for business, where she helps women make money
and is a leader in personal development. Her proven success led her to create her
own online courses, educational entrepreneur events, and became a top earner,
alongside her husband, Chris, in network marketing.

follow me

@LORIHARDER
@DRINKLITEPINK

EARN YOUR HAPPY PODCAST
ON APPLE PODCASTS & SPOTIFY
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NOTES

The ONE thing I will take action on in the next 90 days:
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my powerhouse
moment

Lily Schumacher

Jessica Bargenquast

Holistic Energy Practitioner

follow me

@LILYGKS

Founder of Lady Changemakers

follow me
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@LADYCHANGEMAKERS
WWW.LADYCHANGEMAKERS.COM

NOTES

The ONE thing I will take action on in the next 90 days:
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Rachel Luna
Rachel Luna is a highly sought after international speaker, best selling author, & Certified Master
Neuroscience Coach to 6 and 7 figure earning entrepreneurs. Named by Forbes as one of The 11
Most Inspiring Female Entrepreneurs To Follow On Instagram, this former US Marine has a
reputation for inspiring confident action and helping her clients double, triple and quadruple their
income. Despite losing both her parents to AIDS, struggling with eating disorders in her teens and
battling alcoholism and depression in her early 20’s, Rachel has never allowed herself to be limited
by life circumstances. Instead, she persevered and when she was diagnosed with triple negative
breast cancer in the summer of 2019, Rachel tackled it the same way she does everything - with
confidence, faith and love.
Within 30 days she was cancer free and today she continues to thrive, teach, and activate
confidence in others. Through her top-rated podcast, Permission to Offend - which has listeners in
over 90 countries around the world - social media platforms, email list, courses, her live event
Confidence Activated, and journaling membership - The Faith Activated Journaling Experience,
Rachel is on a mission to help 11 million women step into faith, worth and wealth.

follow me

@GIRLCONFIDENT
WWW.RACHELLUNA.BIZ
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PERMISSION TO OFFEND PODCAST
ON APPLE PODCASTS & SPOTIFY

the neuroscience of confidence
with

Rachel Luna

JOURNAL PROMPTS:
Are you afraid or misaligned?

Where do you notice a lack of power, lack of freedom and a lack of self expression most?

In what area do you lack confidence the most? (I.E. parenting, physical appearance, finances,
relationships, etc).

Are you committed to your comeback?

Will you give yourself permission to come back to your truth - your God-defined identity and what will be the expression of that permission?

Have you decided to BE the Powerhouse woman God has created, called and appointed
you to be?

4 STEPS TO MAKING A CONFIDENT COMEBACK:
1. Forgive yourself for being gone in the first place.
2. Don’t apologize for your absence.
3. Release your emotional attachment and expectations to what your
“comeback” was going to/should look like.
4. Align with a mentor/coach/community to help you stay supported and in
momentum like Six Figure School!
FOLLOW RACHEL LUNA ON INSTAGRAM @GIRLCONFIDENT | RACHELLUNA.BIZ |
MYFAITHACTIVATED.COM
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The ONE thing I will take action on in the next 90 days:
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Patrice Washington
SUCCESS Magazine named Patrice Washington one of 12 Inspiring Black Voices in Personal
Development and she continues to be consistently called on for her expertise by national media. As
an award-winning intuitive author, transformational speaker, hope-restoring coach, and conscious
media personality, Patrice is committed to teaching a holistic approach to life while redefining the
term “wealth” back to its original meaning, “well-being.” Patrice got her start as “America’s Money
Maven,” a widely-known favorite personal finance expert, but has since expanded her mission to
encourage people to chase purpose, not money. She uses her Certification in Financial Psychology
to help the masses get beyond budgets and credit reports and dive into the heart of why we behave
the way we do with money. Through her Spirit-led teachings and intuitive guidance, Patrice
empowers her community to look at life through the lens of abundance and opportunity, instead of
lack and scarcity. As host of her award-winning “The Redefining Wealth Podcast,” Patrice has built a
thriving international community of high-achievers committed to creating a fulfilled life. Featured on
Forbes.com as one of "15 Inspiring Podcasts for Professionals of Every Stripe," and highlighted by In
Style Magazine, SUCCESS magazine and Entrepreneur.com, the Redefining Wealth Podcast boasts
over 9 million downloads and counting.

follow me

@SEEKWISDOMPCW
PATRICEWASHINGTON.COM
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REDEFINING WEALTH PODCAST
ON APPLE PODCASTS & SPOTIFY

NOTES

The ONE thing I will take action on in the next 90 days:
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Tara Romano

Sam Harper

Tara Romano is a serial entrepreneur,
performer, teacher, personal
development junkie and unshakable
optimist dedicated to helping you
unleash and let go so that you can
become the best version of you.
Whether it’s hosting Tone & Tease
masterclasses around the world,
speaking at conferences, or confessing
the struggles of her love for carb-loaded
temptations on an IG live, Tara wants
you to know that being perfectly
imperfect is something to celebrate!

follow me

Sam holds a Master’s Degree in
Professional Counseling with expertise
in expressive art therapy and trauma.
Today Sam is an executive leadership
coach and sound healer who helps highperformance leaders increase their
efficiency and impact through her
creative approach to deep coaching
where she empowers her clients
overcome their biggest challenges and
elevate their capacity as leaders and as
humans.

follow me

@TARA_ROMANO
@TONEANDTEASE
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@SAM_E_PANTS
SAMANTHAHARPER.COM

NOTES
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Thank you
A/V AND LIVESTREAM
EVENTLABSTUDIOS.COM
@EVENTLABSTUDIO

LITEPINK.COM
@DRINKLITEPINK

VIDEO PRODUCTION
THEGOODVIBEMEDIA.COM
@THEGOODVIBEMEDIA

NAILS | SPA | CONNECTION

PAMPRDSOUL.COM
@PAMPRDSOUL

LUXURY BALLOON STYLISTS
BUBBLEHUSTLE.COM
@BUBBLEHUSTLE

BRANDING PHOTOGRAPHY
FEMFORCESHOOTS.COM
@FEMFORCESHOOTS_

YOUR HAIR DREAM TEAM
SANDLTRENDS.COM
@SANDLTRENDS

we couldn't have done it without you!
Sage Aubrey
Cayla Gray
Fierce Forward Jewelry
Naked Rebellion
Girl Hi Boutique
TruDevata
Angelique Beauty
Sara Maria

Carrie Verrocchio
Rise Brewing Co
MixHers
Sarah Says Hello X
Heidi B Coaching
Uplift Foods
The Beachwaver
G2G Bars
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La Jolie Muse Home Decor
Soul CBD
BabeLash
Liquid IV
Primal Kitchen
Smarty Pants
Vital Proteins
Know Women

What's next for me?
After an event like this, you might be looking for your next step to continue the growth and
connection. If that’s you...we’ve got you, girl! Here are a few next-step options (including
some FREE resources at the bottom!)

12 week business mentorship to
help you launch, scale, and
monetize your big ideas

This program is perfect for you IF...

You feel a little lost about how to bring your big idea to life and REALLY scale it,
and you know you're getting in your own way.
You have a crazy busy life, so you need a step-by-step plan to maximize your time
and help you stay on track.
You don't currently have a community around you who "gets" your big vision.
Your business is currently earning between $0-99K annually and you KNOW you're
meant to make a bigger impact (and income)
Once you join the Six Figure School family, you have access
to the entire program and community for the LIFE of the
program so you can learn and grow at your own pace!

JOIN BY MONDAY SEPTEMBER 13TH AND
YOU’LL GET A FREE VIP TICKET FOR THE 2022
POWERHOUSE WOMEN EVENT!! ($597 VALUE)

text SFS to
(602) 536-7829
for a $500
discount + the
link to join!

Girl Gang Membership Community

For Ambitious Women Who Crave Community, Collaboration & Real Conversations.

Your membership includes:
Monthly connection calls with guest experts + weekly bonus calls to help you
connect, grow, and get sh** done!
Weekly journal prompts to help you squash the ugly effects of imposter syndrome
and help you put your BIG ideas into ACTION
Exclusive opportunities to be featured on the Powerhouse Women podcast (over
20,000 downloads per month) to get LIVE 1:1 mentoring with Lindsey

Join the Girl Gang!
www.powerhousegirlgang.com

PODCAST:

Powerhouse Women on Apple
podcasts, Spotify, and Google Play

Free Resources!

TEXT MENTORSHIP

Text MENTOR to (602) 536-7829 to receive weekly
business + mindset tips delivered straight to your phone

finish strong
challenge
A free 3-day LIVE challenge to help you end 2021 STRONG and make yourself proud!

Have you ever left an event on a high, only to return home and completely
lose motivation to implement what you learned? We FEEL YOU girl.
That’s exactly why we’ve created the Finish Strong Challenge—to equip you
with everything you need to maximize the final 100 days of the year and make
some serious progress toward your big ideas!

This FREE challenge includes:
Three LIVE trainings that will help you gain clarity around your
vision & goals, and break them down into manageable action steps
EPIC prizes for showing up to the calls live
Weekly goal tracking sheets to measure your progress, keep you
focused, and squash overwhelm. These are the ones we use for
our own PW launches & BIG ideas!
Plus an incredible community of like-minded women to support
you and help hold you accountable
No matter how you started this year, it’s how you FINISH that matters. And we want
you to finish the year proud of yourself, knowing that you’re on the right track to
make your big dreams a reality, and knowing that you’re not meant to do it alone!

TEXT FINISH STRONG TO (602) 536-7829 TO JOIN!
THE CHALLENGE KICKS OFF TUESDAY, 9/21

